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The Retreat collection presents seating choices that align with an emerging set of 

workplace needs and an intergenerational group of new leaders. Subtle shapes and 

contoured lines converge to deliver responsive comfort. Select and blend the back 

heights and the base options to match the ways people want to gather. Retreat 

provides the level of versatility and cohesive design that speaks to today.

Seating For 
Today
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Mid-Back Low-Back

Step away from a workstation and into the Retreat lounge collection. These chairs transform unremarkable spaces 

into dynamic and inviting settings.

Working and Relaxing

From Conference Room to Private Office
Retreat Executive | Conference seating provides premium comfort and versatility for meeting spaces and private 

offices. The iconic design even features an array of base options — 5-star, 4-star and handsome wood.

Mid-Back Low-Back

Wing-Back High-Back Low-Back Ottoman
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Privacy wings and high back design 

enables the Retreat collection to create 

space within a space.

An integrated tilt mechanism and an 

optional return-to-center base ensures 

comfort and creates visual order.

The seating geometry of the Retreat  

collection has been scaled to support 

active work postures.

Soft lines and precise stitching create a 

form and feel that invite.

 

 

Choose from return-to-center swivel, 

360-degree swivel, or glide options.

Conforming cushion foam and a 

sculpted back envelopes the user in 

comfort and support.

Modern work is happening away from the traditional workstation. With Retreat, every detail has been designed to 

provide a relaxed but also productive experience.

The soft, organic shape of Retreat draws an array of leadership styles, creating a timeless aesthetic that is subtle  

yet strong.

Functionally Understated

Seating For All
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Executive/Conference

Wing-Back 
Chair

Lounge

High-Back 
Chair

Low-Back 
Chair

Ottoman

Retreat Statement of Line

Return-to-center swivel, 360-degree swivel, or glides available for all chairs. 

Please see current price list for available seating upholsteries.

A wide selection of seating upholsteries is available online at allsteeloffice.com.

Casters

Mid-Back 

Glides Wood Casters

Low-Back 

Glides Wood

Go to allsteeloffice.com 
for additional Retreat layouts.

BlackPolished 
Aluminum

Metal Base Finishes

Medium Red 
Cherry

Havest 
Maple

Field Elm

Rift Cut  
Dark Oak

Natural 
Cherry

Beigewood

Burnished 
Cherry

Wood Base Finishes (Available on Maple)

Light Cherry

Light Walnut

Clear Natural 
Maple

Sumatra 
Walnut

Nutmeg 
Walnut

Shaker 
Cherry

Florence 
Walnut

Portico Teak Skyline 
Walnut

Pinnacle 
Walnut

Phantom 
Ecru

Belair

Cinnamon 
Cherry

Lowell Ash

Ebony Maple

Clear Coat


